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SUMMARY REPORT

“This conference completely changed the way I think about my future. I’ve discovered I’ve got skills I’d never even thought of, and can now see the opportunities available for a future in which I can make a valuable contribution”

“The best experience of my PhD to date!”
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Cumberland Lodge brought 60 PhD students together to discuss the value of PhDs. Above all, the conference was a celebration of the postgraduate research culture in the UK. It was an opportunity to express the value of research no matter what the future holds. The speakers offered the following advice to the students themselves, and to anyone in the position of advising PhD students about their future:
The most important decision facing you is whether you stay in academia or not. Get advice on this from as many sources as you can. Go to the careers advisory service. Ask your supervisor for their honest appraisal of your prospects in the field. Research the academic job market: will you have to look abroad? Focus on your priorities and consider what sort of career best suits your aspirations. Look at what you have done in your life so far that has given you most satisfaction: is that something only an academic life can offer?

Don’t think that ending up outside of Academia makes you a ‘failed academic’. Getting a PhD makes you better able to cope in the non-academic sectors than other graduates. You are:
1. Motivated and self-directed
2. Able to analyse large amounts of information
3. Clear-headed and articulate
4. Tenacious
There are, of course, caveats. Outside academia you are not required to operate at the level of detail required within: if an idea won’t work in practice, there is no need to analyse it further. Outside academia you may be frustrated that you cannot pursue something for the sake of interest alone.

Make sure that there is more in your life than your PhD. This isn’t just a matter of keeping you sane, it also helps your career options: you will always have to demonstrate that you are motivated and enthusiastic and very often extracurricular activities say this better than anything else.

Know Yourself. Getting a PhD should develop your personal understanding. Do you work best in a team or on your own? Do you prefer doing literature reviews or your own work? Are you a good communicator? Discover what sort of work suits you best and use this knowledge: don’t just apply for everything. Apply for things that suit your character and temperament.

Tailor your applications. There is no point applying for 100 jobs with the same generic covering letter and CV. Getting a PhD offers a myriad of different ‘transferable’ skills and you must research your potential employer to find out which of these they want – whether it’s an academic employer or not. Use that research to tailor your application to their needs.

Get experience. Volunteer on the board of Trustees for a charity, do internships, get teaching work at the University, travel overseas. The more experience you get during your PhD, the more you will stand out in the job market. Don’t leave your PhD having done nothing other than your PhD.

Publish, publish, publish. This is vitally important. Obviously academic employers will want you to have published at least 2 peer-reviewed articles for your appointment to help their R E F rating. But other employers will value this too. Be creative about the variety of your publications, though. Write opinion-pieces to newspapers and popular
magazines in your field. Try to co-author a paper with an established figure in your field (how about your supervisor?). Don’t leave this until after your PhD – if it takes two or three months longer to submit because you’re working on a publication, then take that time.

- **Plan 18 months ahead.** Look at your CV at least 18 months before your anticipated submission date. Sign up for all the job alerts that are relevant to you. Stay organised: keep a list of the jobs that have interested you even if you don’t apply. Work out what it was about those jobs that interested you, and develop your CV to suit them.

- **Network.** Perhaps the most important relationship for you to develop is with your supervisor. They will be writing your references, so ensure that you keep them informed about your career aspirations. Cultivate other potential referees: do you need a secondary supervisor? Go to conferences: meet your peers and your potential employers. Get it known that you will be looking for work.

- **The interview panel is not the enemy.** They will want you to perform to the best of your ability. To do this you must prepare every last aspect of the interview: know your research, know the panel, know the organisation. Rehearse, but remain flexible about what you want to say. Above all, during the interview, listen. Respond to what is being asked of you there and then.

- **Your PhD was worth doing.** No matter what, remember that your PhD was worth doing. You will face disappointments: journal articles will be rejected, as will your job applications. There is nothing personal in this.

- **Be passionate about your subject.** Find out what it is in your subject that really drives you and hold onto it. You may face a tacit anti-intellectualism in the workplace and in social life, but stay focussed on the passion you have for your subject.
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